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rosas & xocolate is located in the heart of Mérida’s historical center on the sumptuous and 

magnificent Paseo de Montejo. it is surrounded by some of Mérida’s most vibrant restaurants, 

museums, shops and cafés.

awarded the prestigious “icono del diseño 2011” for the best architectural restoration of  

Mexico. architect Salvador reyes rios and his designer’s team remodeled two 19th century  

abandoned mansions into a stunningly seductive luxurious hotel. the interior design  

reflects an eclectic fusion of modern and colonial styles, and features an impressive art 

collection by local artists.

a magnificent staircase and a contemporary suspended light dominate the ground floor 

lobby leading you to the study room bursting with a selection of art books. this space 

opens onto the tequila bar, which showcases the best tequilas in Mexico.

the restaurant is lodged in the front part of the hotel and overlooks the beautiful Paseo 

de Montejo. the interior courtyard sitting next to the restaurant features a spacious leafy 

and watery garden patio where you can have breakfast, lunch or drinks. on the top roof, 

the Moon Lounge Bar entertains you with live music in a spectacular open-air environment. 

there are 17 individually designed bedrooms and suites, a pool, a gym and a spa with the 

most advanced techniques. the xocolate boutique proposes fabulous artisanal chocolates 

and a great selection of gift items. 

From bathing under the stars in your private outdoor bathtub, to treating your epicurean 

palate to our resident chef’s sublime cuisine, to exploring the spectacular beauty of the 

mystical Mayan world, rosas & xocolate will transport your senses where they have never 

been before…





the 17 bedrooms and suites are individually designed and are a 

treat for your senses. Each spacious room boasts extremely high 

ceilings, large oversized windows and an outside open-air bath.

the bedroom furniture has been created and produced exclusively 

for the hotel.

We provide all the facilities expected by today’s sophisticated traveler, 

including a writing desk, safe, flat screen tV, free high speed Wi-Fi, 

BoSE sound system with dVd/cd player, and an iPod docking station.

the bathrooms feature local materials such as Macedonian marble, 

wood and glass. our amenities consist of L’occitane products and 

our famous chocolate soaps.

there are three spectacular suites on the upper floors, one of which is  

our Master Suite with almost 100 m2 and a private terrace overlooking 

the emblematic avenue “Paseo de Montejo”.







our award winning fusion restaurant specializes in food that innovates with the use of local 

ingredients. the atmosphere of the restaurant is typically rosas & xocolate; our guests are 

immersed in ample spaces where there is the possibility to move about several impressive 

environments, all in the same place and only a few steps apart.

We invite you to enjoy an extraordinary culinary experience, either in the open sky Moon 

Lounge, in the exterior or interior terraces with water gardens, in our contemporary bistro 

with its play of light and shadows, or at our tequila-bar and specialized cava.





the authentic and propriety treatments of our SPa will delight your  

senses. Let yourself be covered in xocolate and wrap yourself in 

the sensory experiences of the best SPa in Mérida. recognized as a  

“Sensory refuge SPa”, we use ‘high-touch, low-tech’ technique, 

which incorporates a greater amount of human contact and less tech-

nology. this allows for the maximum benefits from treatments inspired 

by ancient techniques and traditional indigenous Mexican culture. 

the use of natural ingredients, locally sourced in Mexico and organic, 

herbs, spices, essential oils, roses and of course our exquisite chocolate 

that we mix in order to create products full of physical and spiritual 

benefits. For this reason, we are known as a Gourmet SPa, preparing 

with devotion each of our products.



all of the diverse spaces at rosas & xocolate Boutique Hotel + Spa  

are exquisitely designed to make each event different and original 

and can be easily transformed from a stylish meeting room to 

sumptuous wedding receptions that occupy the entire hotel and 

its facilities. We are the ideal choice for medium and small-scale 

events, corporate entertaining, as well as product launches and 

press conferences.

the dedicated team will be happy to organize your events and 

lodging for your guests.

We make every event a unique experience.

our prestigious and exclusive reputation, along with our award  

winning architecture, restaurant and Spa, make rosas & xocolate 

the ideal setting to impress your guests and/or customers. our last 

4.5 years of experience ensures the success of your event.
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Caille 39rosas & Xocolate
to el gran museo del mundo maya
to monumento a la bandera y la patria

las casas gemelas

parque santa ana

iglesia santa ana

catedral de mérida

museo macay

museo de arte popular

museo regional de antropologia

remate de paseo de montejo

museo de la cancion

teatro josé péon contreras

mercado santa ana

palacio municipal

plaza grande parque mejorada

parque santa lucia

iglesia santa lucia





Paseo de Montejo 480 X 41, Col. Centro, 97000  
Mérida, Yucatán, México

info@rosasandxocolate.com   + 52 (999) 924 29 92

rosasandxocolate.com
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